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The study of CP-violation effects is of great interest 

for a deeper understanding of a lot of aspects of particle 

physics. Although a quarter of a century has passed since 

their discovery, the neutral kaon systeM is still the only 

one in which these effects were observed. This is the reason 

why a search fclr other sources of CP-violation still rteMains 

a probleM of principle. In the fraMe of Modern theoretical 

representations, D Mesons are the Most proMising obJects for 

such a search. It is also of great iMportance that 

CP-violation quantities Measured in B decays con be critical 

tests of soMe Main statute of the standard Mod<?l <SM>. These 

quantities ore expressed through the SM paraMeters w1thout 

essential hodronic corrections in contrary to those Measured 

in the decays of hadrons consisting of tighter quorksr 1.e. 

kaons. This allows one not only to verify the validity of the 

SM but also to estiMate the possibility of lying outside its 

..... _ •• f:'"•1-. ·-.;--............ ~ ... ·--
Because of iMportoncer it 1s planned to corry out 

experiMents on a search for CP-vioiation in B decays at Most 

of the accelerators With suff icientl~l high energy. 

Unfortunately• the observation of CP-violation effects is 

connected with great difficulties cnused Mo>nly by sMallness 

ol these effects and the B production cross section. 

According to SOMe estiMates [2r3lr for the observation of 

CP-vlolationr the integrated luMinosity ol an experiMent 
8 12 should be sufficient for the production of 10 + 10 B's. 

Such high luMinosity 1s not achievable at the existing 

colliderso but it can be achieved at fixed target 

accelerators if experiMents are carried out in hadron beaMs 

with intensities of 7 
» 10 particles per s. ln such 

experiMents a probleM arises to distinguish the asyMMetry• 
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reflecting CP-violation in the 8 decays. froM the one 

connected with the difference between the characteristics of 

B and B production. lo solve this probleM• the coMplete 

1denti.fication of both associatively produced 8 and 8 is 

usually suggested. This requires the reconstruction of 8/8 

decay vertices and the identification of all secondary 

particles. Obviously• such an approach is not feasible in 

experiMents carried out in high flux beaMS. In this paper an 

approach is put forward which does not require the coMplete 

identification of both associatively produced beaut ':I 

particles and allows one to perform experiments in high 

intensity beaMs of hadrons. Certainly• only tiMe-integrated 

CP-violation effects are considered. 

One of the essential effects of CP-violation Must 
o -o 

Manifest itself as an asyMMetry of widths of 8 and B decays 

into the saMe hadron final state f with definite CP-parity: 

o -o o -o 
8 = [f(B --'> f)-f(8 --'> f)]/[f(B --'> f)+f(Q --'> f)J. (1) 

lo Measure th1s asyMMetry experiMentally is of interest 

because its calculation is practically independent of 

hadronic corrections and directly connected with paraMeters 

of the Cabibbo-Kobajashi-Mask~wa <CKMl Matrix. This asyMMetry 

is due to the effects of CP-violation analogous to those 

which are characterized by the paraMeter t' in the decays of 

neutral kaons [4]. The asyMMetry arises froM interference 

between the aMplitudes of transitions: 

B
0

-+ f 

and 
o -o 

B --'> B --,.f. 

o -o 
The latter is possible only if B --'> B Mi.xing exists. Mixing 

is usually described by the Pais-TreiMan paraMeter r which 
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equals the tiMe-integrated probability of ~0 observation when 
0 B has been produced. The asyMMetry C1l Is zero if there is 

no Mixing <r•Ol or Mixing is MaxiMUM <r=ll. In the first case 

one of the aMplitudes is suppressed and in the second both 

aMplitudes becoMe physically undistinguishuble. As the Mixing 
*) 

paraMeter for Bd Mesons Measured in the ARGUS experiMent 

is 0.21±0.08 [6] and indicates a large 
'

' I"~' 
N 1 l paraMeter for 

Bs Mixing [7], CP-v1olation in Bd decays Must lead to a MUCh 

larger asyMMetry Cll than that for B
5 

decays. Because of this 

CP-violation is considered here only 1n Bd decays. 

The asyMMetry ll) is expressed through the Mlxing 

paraMeter. rr the paraMeter of LP-violation at this Mlxingr 

E• and the ratio of decay aMplitudes P =A\Bd 

[8]: 

8 k (r) • iM II • 

where 

k<r> = ·r 2·r·O-r·l/(1+r·) ~ 0.41:lo 

II = [ < 1-E) I< 1 +E) J • .P ::; -ll • exp < 2 · 1 · 011) 

fl /A Old -=" j) 

Ual 

(2b) 

C2c) 

and 9 is the CP-parity of the final hadron1c state f. The 

value of k(r) is obtained using the ARGUS data for r. The 

approxiMation in C2cl is caused by l<l·-O/C1+U I ~ 1 through 

**l sMallness of ReE and IP 1=1 through CPI conservation and 

•> Here the notations def1ne the quark contents of Mesons in 
agr!eMe~t w~th th! sugge!tion+o~ the_Pa~tic1e Data Group[5J: 
B =bd• B =bd• B =bs• B =bs• B =bu• B =bu and so on. 

d d s s u u 

**) A sMall real part of the paraMeter € 1s due to sMallness 
of Ar;r, where r is the full width of Bd decays and Ar the 
difference between the CP-even and CP-odd states coMposed 
of neutral B's. 
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herMiticity of the weak interaction haMiltonian. The phase • 

can be calculated in the fraMe of theoretical Models• e.g., 

the SM. So• the experiMental MeasureMent of the asyMMetry <11 

and• consequently• the phase ~ can be a critical test of 

these Models. 

To MeusuJ•e the usyMMetl'':l (1) 1n un t<xperiMent. it is 

necessary to identify Cto tagl the flavour of the initial Bd 

or Bd at the MoMent of their production. This 

through the sign of the lepton (Muon) froM the 

decay of associ<xt.ively produced beauty 

asyMMeti'Y 

+ - + 
A= [NCfrl l-N(frl lJ/[Nifrl I+N(frl )J 

can be done 

seMi-l.eptonic 

particle. The 

(3) 

± 
can be Measured experiMentally in this case. Here NCfrl l are 

the nuMbers of events containing the final state f and lepton 
± 

11 I froM the decay of associatively produced beauty 

particle. If only Bdf.<d pair production is taken into account, 

the observed asyMMetry 13) is siMply related to the sought 

one C!l: 

A = glr) ·b• 

where the factor 

g (r) <1-·r) /Cl+r) ~ 0.65 (4) 

defines the asyMMetry of tagging which arises froM the Mixing 

of Dd <Bd) used for• this tagging. In the general case. if the 

type of associatively produced beauty particle cannot be 

identifiedr the relation between the asyMMetries (1) and (3) 

is not so siMple. Additive corrections for or in addition to 

Multiplicative onesr arise. If these corrections cannot be 

obtainedr the additive ones lead to the iMpossibility of 6 

detection and the Multiplicative ones to a systeMatic error 

of its MeasureMent. So. for the detection of CP-asyMMetry. it 
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is necessary as a MiniMUM to obtain the sources of additive 

corrections and to search for the ways of their reMoval. 

If Bd <I) d) are tagged by the cli>C>V<? Mentioned Means Cby 

the sign of the lepton>• an uncontrolled difference between A 

and 6 arises. Its origin is due to the difference between the 

Bd and Bd production cross sections and the di.ffeJ•ences of 

the seMi-leptonic branching ratios of a variety of 

associatively produced beauty particles <Bd' 

used for the tagging. The quantities defining 

B ' s 
the 

'\ etc. I 

Measured 

asyMMetry (3) are proportional to the decay widths r <Bd-'> 

and rcBd-" fl: 

f) 

N<f•l l cc reB -" n ·W<B .1 1 
d d 

+ - - + 
and N<frl > a: reB -f) ·W<D .1 l. 

d d 

~-) "' Here W Bd•l l defines the probability 

production of Bd/Bd with a lepton "' (1) 

of the siMultaneous 

froM the decay of 

assoclatlveiy produced beauty antiparticle/particle. Each of 

~~---·- -----~~~J-- ---·-----·-'"''"";;tv; '1"'"""'' " ........ ..., ;:;o ......... ' .... J ......... ~ v. 
·-- _,, -·---~1-'t..... v.... .., ..... t''"'"',;;t .. w ...... .. :3t'""~ 

beauty antiparticles/particles which 

associatively with Bd/Bd: 

and 

W<Bdrl ) 

- + 
W<Bd'l ) 

'\' 
L.i a<Bdrl\l •Br<Bi-;. 1 

' - + L.i a ( B d , B i l · Br ( B i _,. 1 

- -

can be produced 

+ ••• ) 

+ ••• ) • 

Here a<Bd,Bi)/a(Bd,Bil denotes the cross section of the 

siMultaneous production of Bd/Bd with a beauty antiparticle/ 

particle of the i-th type <B. = Bd' B • 
(-) "' 1 s 

Br <B.--;. 1 + ••• ) is the seMi-leptonic 
1 

corresponding antiparticle/particle. It 

Du' Ab, etc.) 

branching ratio 

and 

of 

is obvious that A 

coincides with'the CP-asyMMetry 6 if W<BdPl l 
+ 

W<Bd,l ) 

only. This equality is fulfilled for syMMetrical beauty 
+ - -

particle production ate e or pp colliders. ln fixed target 

eKperiMents the inequality of these quantities is due to both 

5 



the d1l ference of the i.<d and t<d production cross sections• 

<J(ildd\) "' aiBdd\)' und the distinctions of the 

seMi-leptonlc branching ratios of different types of beauty 
i-) -1' i-) -1' 

particles, Br\B.-..,. 1 + •• ) t- E<r\B--;. l + .. ) if i#J. Defining 
1 J 

the asyMMetry reluteci to this 1.nequalit':J by 

+ - - + 
y = LW<B

0
d i-ioi\B ,i ,.1/LwiB d i+WiB .1 )J, 

d d ci 

one obtu1ns that 

A = (1'+6)/(l+Y ·6). (::\) 

In the general case• I' 1s unknown and changes substantially 

with varying the react1on energy or the kineMatic region of 

BdiBdi detect1on. Thus. 1t 1s iMpossible to establish the 

existence of the CP-asyMMetry 6 in the Bd aecays b•! Measuring 

experiMentally only tne value of A. 

For the observot1c)n ot the CP-asyMMetry 6, 1t is 

suggested here to detect two ~d decays 1nto the final states 

f and i' wh1ch are orpos1te in LP-parities ~ut identical in 

Of.hpr J'PCOOPrf.C:. nnri t.n Mr:tnc:;IIY"f3 tl'\1'2 ,..,.,.,. ... n~~-nnti~n:;: ~~'_;:":":~'::~.f:~.~-~.0: 

(3) der,oted as Anna A1 r r·espect1vely. ·rhe states ~ and t' 

must be detecte(j 1n the sam~ k1nemat1c region. So, the saMe 

value of ')tenters 1nto P)"l'pressions for A and A'. In accordance 

w1th (2)r the c~-asymmetr1es fur such deco~s are opposite 1n 

s1gn and equal in absolute value, 6=-6'. By analogy with (6)• 

one obtains: 

A'= (y-b)/<1-~·,.;). (6) 

Sor b can be SlMpl~ obtained ustng expressions (5} and (6) 

for A and A'. Moreover• fur sMall asyMMetl•ies• i ~·& (( 1: 

6 ~ 0.5·<A-·A'i. 

Thus, it is possible• in principle• to establish the 

existence of CP-vlolation in the Bd decays by observation 

the difference between the two asyMMetries A and A'. 

6 

of 

To 

l 

l 

Measure the value of the CP-asyMMetry il•• it is necessary to 

estiMate Multiplicative corrections for 0 arising ln 

the discussed approach. 

As aMong the detected events there are events contu1ning 

BdBd or BdBs/BdBs pairs. it is necessury to take into 

account the correction coefficients (4) caused by tugging 

asyMMetry due to the Mixing of Bd/Bd or B /B used 
s s 

tagging. These coefficients are approxiMntely equal 

for the 

to 0.65 

and 0 forB /B und B /B ' respectively. If the relat1ve 
d d s s 

production rates between difterent types of beauty particles 

are B :a :B :A ~ 
d u s b 

0.3B:0.3B:U.l~:U.U9 [3], the averoge 

of the observable CP-asyMMetry 6 is soMewhat less than 

6~0.7·6. 

va.tue 

(1): 

Some corrections for ttle measured as~Jmme~ry ( 11 nre 

connected with thut aMong the detected lHptons there are 

leptons which are not produced froM the decays of beauty 

particles. However, ane can assume that among leptons with 

••.LY'' "'·un'.::JveJ·se momenLa \t' } 
T 

such u r o tr::~ MUSt be SM<~ll 

because the average transverse momenta of' the produced beauty 

particles ure large. Besidesr c:orres~>onding hackgraurld events 

are not correlated with the detected decays 

and, consequently• they can be estiMated. 

}j (}j ) 
d d 

flf' 

One of the main sources of s~stematic c!rrors of· the 

studted asyMMetry 8 is due to the adMtxture of leptons froM 

the semi-leptonic deca~s of charmed pfxrticles which are also 

secondaries from the decays of beauty part1cles. These 

leptons ore opposite in sign to those d1rectly produced froM 

the decoys of beauty particles/unt.lport.icles. Such a 

confusion lends to tagging asyMMetry: 

~ -1' -1' . + 
~ = lNlb )-N<lc )J/[Nilb l+N(lc )J, 
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+ + where Nllb ' and Nile ) are the numbers of detected leptons 

wh1ch are from the decays of beauty and secondary 

particlesr respectively. A multiplicative correction• 

charmed 

A=~ •8r 

arises from th£s tagging asymmetry. Butr multipionic emission 

in the semt-leptontc decays is suppressed because of the 

isoscular nature oi the dominant transitions in such decays 

l'tJ. Thenr due to a higher decay energy• the leptons froM 

the decays of beauty particles have greater average value of 

PT than those froM the decays of secondary charmed particles. 

Consequently• the value of ~ tends to 1 at sufficiently high 

PT and the corresponding systematic error becomes negligible. 

The final states f and f' satisfying the required 

conditions are produced in the decays= 

B <B ) _.,.. J/+ + K • 
d d s 

and Bd <Ddl _.,.. J/+ + K ~· 

1nese s~a~e~ u•·~ u~~u~L~~ 1-'"'' ... \•.l.~;:t &.I '\.I ... 
~--~---.1.~--"'1 ............................ 

(7al 

(7b) 

other respects. Due to a maxiMUM Mixing of K
0 

and K0
r they 

are produced with equal probability in the considered decays 

<7a) and 17b). Consequently• the states f and f' 

identical in quark contents. This leads to the same 

ar·e 

CKH 

matrix terms entering into expressions for the 

definition andr consequently• to the saMe absolute 

the expected asyMmetries (1) for these decays. The 

phase Ill 

vaJ.ue of 

phase • 

can be calculated taking into account the corresponding quark 

diagraMs for the studied decays. FroM such calculations it 

follows that the asyMMetry 8 usually becoMes larger at 

sMaller values of the decay widths. This is connected with 

that the CP-violation terms of the CKH Matrixr which enter 

into the decay amplitude• are small and alMost do not 

8 

influence on the value of the decay width. So, the 

contribution of these terms to the decay amplitude is larger, 

andr consequently• the observed asymmetry becomes more 

significant with decreasing the decay width. Therefore• for 

choosing B
0 

decays to search for the CP-asymmelry lllr it is 

necessary to compromise between smallness of the quantity 6 

and the decay width. FroM this point of viewr the considered 

decays 17) are optiMUM in spite of small decay widths. 

According to theoretical estimates [2t10rll.Jr the branching 

ratio of these decays is 10.7+5.0) ·10·-~ This is appar·entl.y 

confirmed by the datu [12] of the ARGUS experiment. The 

estimate of the corresponding asymmetry 8 is limited by the 

precision of existing data on the CKM matrix terms entering 

into the phase definition u:n= 

* * * • = arg<Utb.utd.ucb.ucs.ucs.ucd 1 " 

The expected asyMMetry 5 calculated in [3r13J equals from 

0.07 to 0.30 in absolute value. 

The decays (7) can be reliably identified experimentally 

by the explicit topology of two neutral Vee's and by the 

final state invariant mass. J/+ can be identified by the 
+ - + -decay into ~ ~ , K into rr h and K 

:1: '!'(-) *) s 
rr ~ " • 

For it is possible to 

into 
+ - 0 

ll IJ 1f or 

identify reliably 

the Muon 

the tagging 

from the seMi-leptonic decay of associatively 

*) 
In the case of the K~ seMi-leptonic decay• the K~ 

MOMentuM can±be obt~ined by Measuring the MOMenta of charged 
partxclesr u and ~ ' and the geoMetry of the production and 
decay vertices.' The K~ MO~entum ambiguity arising from such a 
measureMent leads to a coMbinatorial background in the 
invariant Mass spectra in which a signal of the decays (7) 
should be searched for. But such a background among the 
selected B will be negligible if the Mass resolution is high 
enough. 

9 



produced beauty particle and to Measure the sign of its 

electric charge. Consequently• the suggested experiMent Must 

be optiMized for the detection of triMuon events containing 

neutrnl Vee ft'CJM the K
5
/K c decc~y with its vertex situated 

downst.ret\M the inte~ruct.ton one. Suc:h events have a clear 

signature allowing one to select theM in high intensity 

hndron beaMs. 

Taking into account the presented estiMates of the 

asyMMetry (11 and the corrections arising in the fraMe of the 

constdered appronch• one obtains that for the observation of 

& with a statist•cul. ~;;i~Jnificance of three standard 

deviations' 1t is necessory to accuMulate m 1500 each of the 

decays C7a) and 1/bl. Considering the coMposite branching 

ratio of all the decays which lead to the observable final 
8 -

states• one gets that More than 10 BB pairs should be 

produced for such stntisttcs. The corresponding upper 

can be obtu1ned b~ calculating the acceptance of 

liMit 

a real 

P><nt~rlMental sPt-uo. fhis uccpptunce cannot be high due to a 

liMited size of the set-up nnd a long lifetiMe of 1\ c" The 

expectea cross section of beauty particle hadroproduction 

within an energy regaon nr 2~3 leU 1s froM 0.1 to 0.2 ~b per 

nucleon l14l. FroM these estiMates it follows that the 

intensity of hadron beuMs an tne discussed experiMent Must be 
10 

greater than 10 purticles per s. 

SuMMary 

The gener·a.l possli.lll.L~~J 1s shown for the detection land 

for the MeasureMent under favourable conditions~ of 

CF'-violution 1n the ~d decoys 1n a fixed target experiMent 

carried out in high 1.ntens1ty beaMs. This rc~quires to detect. 

approxiMutely equul numbers <=1500i of the decays Bd-~ J/+ + 

1\
5 

and Bd _,. Jl+ ·• K. "' the soMe kineMatic t·egion. A MUon 

froM the semi-leptonic decay of an associatively produced 

10 

beaut~ particle should be detected in each of tht~se events. 

The &d decays can be identified b~ the invariant Mass of the 

final state characterized b~ a clear signature. The control 

that the Muon is froM the seMi-lep~onic decay of benut~ 

particle can be done b~ analysing its t.t•ansverse MCIMent.cJM 

which Must be correlated with kineMatic paraMeters of the 

detected B d decays. The d if i' et•enc:.e bC?lwcH!n the Muon charge 

asyMMetries Measured t•espectively for eoch of two s~Mples of 

events containing the first and second of the detected Bd 

decays, gives evidence for the observot1on of CP-violation 1n 

these deca~s. 

The approach suggested to Measure CP-violation 1n the Rd 

deca~s differs froM Most of the discussed ones because it 

does not requ.ire neither precise MeasureMcmts of the vet•tices 

of beauty particle decu~s nor the identii ication of secnndury 

charged hadrons. Such an approoch substantiall~ siMplifies 

the perforMance of an experiMent und Mukes 1t possible to do 

i~ ~n n~gn ~n~ens1~y nauron beaMs nnd, thus, to reach the 

necessar~ luMinosity. Nevertheless• the suggested experiMent 

is extreMely coMplex and needs careful optiMizution. One can 

assuMe that the 3 TeV UN!\ which is being built at Serpukhov 

<USSR) is an energ~-optiMal uccelerator. But it May be 

possible that the experiMent can be perforMed also ut the 

FNAL. Tevatron CUSM. 
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KeKenH~se B.,[{. E2-88-460 
0 B03MO~HOCTH Ha6nw~eHHH CP-HecoxpaHeHHH 
B pacna~ax B-MesoHoB B 3KcnepHMeHTax 
C ~HKCHpOBaHHOH MHWeHbiD 

llpe~o~eH no~xo~ K perHcTpa~HH CP-HecoxpaHeHHH B pacna
~ax HeHTpanbHbiX B-MesoHoB B 3KCnepHMeHTax c ~HKCHpoBaHHOH 
MHWeHbiD, npOBO~HMbiX Ha nytrKaX BbiCOKHX HHTeHCHBHOCTeH. 
06cy~aiDTCH B03HHKaw~e B TaKOM llOAXOAe CHCTeMaTH'leCKHe 
omH6KH acHMMeTpHH pacnaAOB, o6ycnoBneHHOH CP-HecoxpaHe-. 
HHeM. 

Pa6oTa BbinOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH BbiCOKHX 3HeprHH O.IDlli. 

llpenpiOIT 061t~e101oro HHC111Tyra .RAepHhiX accne,lloaaHHii. ,lly6Ha 1988 

Kekelidze V.D. 
About a Possibility for Observation 
of CP-Violation in B-Meson Decays 
in Fixed Target Experiments 

E2-88-460 

An approach to the detection of CP-violation in the 
decays of neutral B mesons at fixed target accelerators 
is suggested. This approach is feasible in experiments 
with high intensity hadron beams and, thus, allows one to 
employ one of th~ main advantages of fixed target accele
rators. Possible systematic errors of the CP asymmetry 
measurement are also discussed. The B0 decays into J/~+Ks 
and J/~+KL are considered as an optimum for the detection 
of CP-violation. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energy Physics. 
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